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* Meet you in the hallway
Just like yesterday
This kind of life has got me on the run
** Just to keep it quiet
We go our seperate ways
This kind of life has got me on the run
Just as spies hide
What they feel inside
To cover up the evidence we lie
Sometimes it's so hard
When your working right next to me
Staring at the clock, listening to your talk
* repeat
I must have been a fool
It seems they're catching on
I've been trying to ignore you
But the feeling so strong
The eyes in the office
Quickly turn aside
We may be spies
But this we can not hide
Meet me in the hallway
Just like yesterday
This kind of life has got me on the run
** repeat
We just can't give in
They must not find out
This love I have for you
I can't do without
I just can't go on
To love you is no crime
But who are they to judge us
For this feeling I have inside
Meet you, gonna meet you... x 6
* repeat
Today when I came in
Got a letter on my desk
Boss said he's got this urgent request
As I sat down
He tried to hold it in
But started laughing in my face
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Said the jokes on you
No more hiding in the hallway
Like we did before
We're no longer on the run
No more hiding in the hallway
Like we did before
We're no longer on the run
I said we're no longer on the run
We're no longer on the run... x 3
We're no longer on the run
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